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UMR's Jennett
Heads for Syracuse
:r

Charles Jennett, an
associate professor at the
University of Missouri-Rolla,
has been , named charman of
Syracuse University 's civil
engineering department, effective July 1. The appointment
was announced by Volker
Weiss, acting dean of the
College of Engineering.

Resources and Pitometer
Associates, He is a registered
professional engineer in
Missouri , and has been a consultant to several industrial
organizations. He received the
1974 Young Engineer of the
Year award from the Missouri
SOCiety
of Proefessional
Engineers.

Jennett succeeds Paul J.
Brennan, who was department
chairman for 16 years before his
Sept. 1, 1974 appointment as the
first David S. Rutty Professor of
Engineering. The Rutty chair
was established last April 25
through the bequest of an
alumnus-.

Ron Hudson Appears Tonight

Prof. Charles M. Antoni will
continue to serve as interim
chairman until Jennett's
arrival at SU in August.
Jennett's research interests
include anaerobic digestion, the
effects of heavy metals on
aquatic ecosystems and waste
water
reclamation
and
recycling.
He
attended

Ron Hudson, a musician who
can play several instruments
but specializes in the guitar,
will appear in concert tOnight in
St. Pat's Ballroom. This SUB
sponsored event will begin at
8:00 p.m.
Ron's repertoire includes
Flamenco and classical works
as well as folk and popular
songs from Latin America. He
has written many of the pieces
that he performs and most
recently rescored the music to
Tennessee Williams 's play
"Camino Real" . In September
of 1970, he recorded his first
album of popular songs and his
second album of Spanish and
classical pieces has recently
been released.

Southern Methodist University,
where he recieved a B. S. in 1963
and an M. S, in 1966. He holds in
Ph, D. from the University of
New Mexico.
Jennett has been an engineer
with the U, S. Corps of
Engineers, the Sta te of
California Department of Water

Hudson's
musical
Ron
career began in a small Mayan
village of Guatemala, Here his
missionary parents taught him
to pl<lY many instrumen~s;
including the piano, organ,
trumpet and trombone. The
instrument he found most interesting was the guitar,
however. Unable to find a
teacher, he spent many hours
teaching himself.
Ron has performed in many
Latin America countries as well
as in Europe and for the past
three years has had many
successful concert tours of
colleges and universities
throughout the United States.

Independents
Swing Into Action
All Independent Miner's will
enjoy hearing that Indepedent's
Weekend will be upon us in only
one more day. DanCing, dining,
drinking , games and overall
carousing are all on tap for this
years ' weekend, This party
weekend is being sponsored by
the dorms that eating clubs,
GDI,
and
International
Students.

grill at 3:30 p.m. to begin the
AJI-U-Can-Eat Barbeque. The
beef, along with beans and chips
will be available until 7:00 p.m.
Serving will be on a number
basis: The people holding the
lower numbered tickets will be
served first.

Independents' Weekend 1975
begins Friday night with a 5
hour dance out at Echo Valley
Farm. The fun will start at 8:00
p.m. and will last until 1 :00 a.m.
Echo ewill be the bank on hand
to supply the music. They
feature some brass and a
female singer.

At eight o'clock the second big
dance of weekend begins at
Echo Valley. Saturday's dance,
lasting until 1:00 a.m. will see
one of seven beautiful candidates crowned as Independets' Weekend Queen along with
the trophies won at the afternoon
games
being
distributed, and the Independent Man of the Year' being
announced.

Saturday will feature the
Independts' games at Echo
Valley from 12:00 to 3:30 p.m.
Bat race, six pack and girls'
quart chug, tug of war, egg toss ,
keg throw, indian game, and
balloon buster promise a wet
and wild time to both participants and spectators.
Refreshments will be available
to quench the thirst of those in
attendance.
The first 8 ounce steaks from
9 sides of beef will come off the

Echo Valley Farm is located 6
miles north of Rolla on Highway
63 on the right side of the road.
The dances at Echo Valley
will be free, stag or drag to
members of GDI , WRHA ,
MRHA , Engine-Tech Club ,
Campus Club , and International
Students. Cost for non-members
will be $3 stag or drag.
The cost of the bar beque for
members will be $2.00. The cost
for non-members will be $2.50.
All tickets bought at the door
will cost $2.75.

Curtain Rises
Tonight for
'Kiss Me Kate'
Pictured on the left is a
scene · from "Kiss Me,
Kate," a musical by Cole
Porter which will be
presented Thursday,
Friday and Saturday,
April 10, 11 and 12. Among
the main cast includes
Barry
Stone,
Kelly
McLear, Mary Foehse,
Steve Bross, Dave Jobe
and Paul Buschmeyer.
With such a featured cast,
this play should prove to
be truly a good production. The curtain opens at
8:00 p.m. in Centennial
-Hall. Tickets are $1.50 in
advance, and $2 .00 at the
door.

Be
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ATTN EIT STUDENTS

STUDENT COUNCIL APPOINTMENTS

A late requirement has come from Jeff City for a
.questionnaire to be filled out and brought with you to
the examination on April 19th. Please come by lust one
more time to Room 207 CE Bldg. to pick thse up.
Arrangements have been made to also pick them up in
Room 111 if no one is at Room 207.
WHO'S WHO APPLICATIONS
Attention Juniors and Seniors. Applications for Who's
Who are now available in the Student Personnel Office
and at the Candy Counter in the University Center.
$250 GRANT·IN·AID AVAILABLE
"The Petroleum Division of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers has given the UMR-ASME
student chapter $250 to award to a deserving student
as a grant-In-aid.
If you are a Junior, have a 3.00 or better cummulative GPA, and are a member of the UMR-ASME
student chapter, you are eligible for this grant. In the
event that you have not been contacted, would you
please get in touch with Dr. Donald L. Cronin 230
ME."
MISSOURI GRANT CHECKS IN
The Missouri Grant Checks have arrived and may
be picked up at the Cashier's Office in the basement of
Parker Hall. Students must show a validated 1.0. in
order to receive their check.
MUSIC FROM BROADWAY
The Miner Band and the Concert Band will present
"Music From Broadway" in Centennial Hall, Monday,
April 14 at 8 p.m. There is no charge.
ANNUAL BENEFIT CHICKEN DINNER
The 13th annual Lambda Chi Alpha Bemifit Chicken
Dinner will be held Sunday, April 13. The dinner will
be held from 2-7 p.m. at the fraternity house at 1705
Pine St.
All proceeds from the dinner will be donated to the
State School No. 23 and the Rolla Cerebral Palsy
School. Last year's gross from the event was $1500.
The price for dinner is $1.75 for adults and $1.25 for
children.
Tickets are being sold by the Lambda Chi Alpha
members door·to·door in the Rolla area, but will also
be available at the door the day of the dinner. Ad.
vanced tickets may be purchased by calling 364-9901 .
Carry-out service will again be provided this year,
along with transportation to the house for dinner, if
desired.
TKE SOFTBALL TOUR"NAMENT
Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity proudly announces the
First Annual TEKE Mid·America Invitational Softball
Tournament to be held on April 11-13 in Rolla. TEKE
chapters from five states will come to Rolla to par·
ticipate in the lag est fraternity softball tournament in
the country. Games will be played Saturday at Ber
Juan Park. Spectators are welcome starting at 9:30
a.m. Refresments will be available.

...

sub holds art contest
The Student Union Board's
Fine Arts Committee is spon·
soring an Art Contest and Photo
Contest. Any UMR student is
eligible to enter.
Types of art to be judged are
ORIGINALS including :
Paintings, pastels, charcoals,
sketchings , and sculptures with
entries to be limited to 1 (one )
per student.
All photos must be 8x10 black
and white prints mounted for
hanging with any theme being

presented and a limit of 5 (five)
entries per student.
First, second and third place
plaques will be presented in
both the Art Contest and Photo
Contest and exhibits will be
displayed in the University
Center April 21 to April 23.
Entry blanks are available in
the Student Union Board office
Rm. 218 Old Student Union and
are to be received in that office
by Monday, April 14. Exhibits
will be accepted no later than
5:00 p.m. Thursday, April 17.

Airline
Tickets
(For Interview Trios)

Openlngs are available for student members on the
following campus wide committees:
Academic COUDCll 4 Members
Student City lJaJson 1
University ~nter Board of Directors 1
PubUc Occasions 3
Computer 1
Facilities Planning 2

is

Ubrary 1

stU
bel
at a

Student AffaIrs 5
Student Awards and Financial aidJ 2
Student ScbolasUc Appeals 2
Placement Advisory Board 4
Security and Traffic Safety 3
Student Conduct 3
Pick up appUcaUons in the student counell office. Room
202 old student union. Mon. - 'lbur. 1:30-3:30 Fri. 11:»12:30 Deadline: April 18, 1975.
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7he Baby Maker'
This Sunday, April 13, the
Film Committee of the Student
Union Board presents its final
flick of the year when it shows
The Baby Maker. The Baby
Maker will be shown at 4 : 00 and
again at 6:30 in Centennial Hall
of the New Student Union.
Admission will be free with a
valid UMR 10.
The Baby Maker, starring
Barbara Hersley is a unique

story about a girl and a young
married couple who make an
agreement. The girl is to move
in with the couple, become
pregnant, have the child and
give it to the couple. The couple
get their longed-for child and
she gets the joy of making it.
Time Magazine hit it best when
It said, "The Baby Maker is an
unconventional movie. "

calendar of events
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2nd BIG WEEK!
Open 6:30
Sbows 7:00-9:00
No Passes Please
NOMINATED FOR
6 ACADEMY AWARDS
-Best Picture
oftheYear.
-Best Actor,
Dustin Hoffman
-Best Actress,
Valerie Perrine
-Best Director,
Bob Fosse
-Best Screenplay
JuUanBarry
-Best Cinematograpby
Bruce Surtees

April 10, 11 and 12 -"Kiss Me Kate," presentation by
the UMR Theater Guild and music section of the
humanities department. 8 p.m., Centennial Hall.
Admission charged.
April 11 - Tennis, Central Bible College, 1 :30 p.m.
Free.
April 11 - Baseball, Lincoln University, 3:30 p.m.
Free.
April 11 - Openhouse, UMR Observatory, 8 p.m. to
9:30 p.m. Free..
April 12 Baseball, Lincoln University, .1 p.m.
Doubleheader. Free.

lbl5. ~~C~~A

Dining Room-Orders to Go-Open Daily 11 a.m.
Hwy. 63 S.-Rolla, Mo.-364-1971-Closed Monday
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April 14 - Concert, Miner Band and Concert Band,
Music from Broadway, 8 p.m. Centennial Hall. Free.
April 15 - Track meet, Washington University, 3:30
p.m. Free.
April 18 - Openhouse, UMR Observatory,' 8 p.m. to
9:30 p.m. Free.

<JU~

STUDENT UNIO-N BOARD EVENTS

Thurday, April 17 p.m.

SUB Recognition Banquet 6:30
The

Rolla (
Knight

Hook Auto Supply

AprU 6
are: a
Jeff

Big Discounts
Auto Parts·Accessories-Speed Equipment

!i13 Hwy. 63 S.

Rolla, Mo. .

DeckeJ
EngellJ

364-5252

Franz,

Inform ation-Tickets-Reservations
Rolla Travel Center
364-8797

DELICIOUS MEXICAN FOOD
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miner news
Students Feel Pinch
From Rising Costs
Note
to
college-bound
students and their parents: In
spite of riSing education costs, it
is probably easier for the
student- who needs financial
help to get through college than
at any time in the past.
So says Ray Pendergrass,
director of student financial aid
at the University of MissouriRolla.
"Nowadays prices are so high
,that it's impossible for a student
to work his way through college,
with the possible exception of
students on the cooperative plan
(alternating semesters of work
and study). In spite of this,
things are better for the student
in need than previously because
there are so many more funds
available," he explains. "These
range from scholarships and
outright grants to work-study
programs and low-interest,
long-term loan funds ."
Pendergrass estimates that
through a combination of these,
up to 80 per cent of the student's
expenses can be met. "With
full-time summer work and
careful budgeting, the student
should be able to fill out the
rest, " he says. The average cost
for a year at·UMR is estimated
at $2560 , although many
stUdents get by on less.
Usually about one-fourth of
the UMR students in any given
year ask for some sort of help.
Last YE'.ar the financial aids
office processed almost 2,000
applications, an in~rease over
the past few years. This year an
even higher percentage of the
student body has asked for help.
"The office staff tries to come
lip with a balanced financial
program to help the student.
Sometimes all they really need
is a little help on budgeting, or a
short term loan to tide them
"ver," Pendergrass says .
Sometimes they need more.
Last year scholarships, grants
and loans totaling about
$1,087,933 were processed by the
office. Of this, 1,153 loans adding up to $428,602 were made
hv UMR. In addition, many
students borrow from private
lenders imder the Federally
Insured Guaranteed Loan Fund
which defers interest charges
and repayment until after
graduation.

The first step for a student
seeking financial help is to
establish need, be established
for federal and state aid, but is
always required for
not
privately funded programs.
Many outright grants are
available to the student who can
show need. The Missouri
Educational Grant Program
provides a maximum of $274 a
year at UMR. It is administered
by the Missouri Commission of
Higher Education which does
its own needs analysis. The
Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant (federal) can provide up
to $800 per year. The amount of
this award is determined by the
federal government and an
independent agency with the
University serving as administrator. Another federal
program, the Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant,
is administered by the UMR
office along with matching
funds in the form of scholarships, grants, and such. All arl~
renewable annUally. In addition
there are many privately
funded
and
University
scholarships and grants
available. These range from $50
to $1000 - and they 're usually
all in use.
With all this aid available,
many students also work .
Under the federal work-study
program, students may work up
to 10 hours a week at wages
above the legal minimum.
There are 150 UMR students on
this program. Others hold
campus jobs funded through
Continued on Page 4

bottle thief
strikes at
university

The first of the student council sponsored free lectures
was presented by Doctor Bill Murphy. His topic was
"Are the Seventie's going to make chastity a dirty
word?" Other lectures will be held through next week.

SC Sponsors Free Lectures
The student council is
sponsoring its annual free
university lectures April 7
through April 16. The April 7
and April 9 lectures have
already been held but there are
still two scheduled for next
week. On Monday April 14, Dr.
David Rodabaugh will present a
lecture on evolution. Included in
his presentation will be a 45
minute film entitled footprints
in stone. Dr. Rodabaugh is an

refugee benefit dinner
The
UMR
Vietnam
Association will have a refugee
benefit dinner Saturday at St.
Patrick's Chruch parish hall,
Nguyen Van Thanh, association
preSident, has announced.
An auction of. handicrafts
from Vietnam will also be held.
Tickets are $5 per person and
are available at the University
Center on Tuesday and Thursday, or by calling 364-4147.
All proceeds from the event
will go to the Vietnam

Association's Refugee Fund.
The association is also
planning work days each
weekend to raise money to aid
the refugees. For information,
call P . Q. Chot at 3644109 after 6
p.m. Persons needing work
done may call this number to
inquire about workers.
Anyone desiring to donate to
the Refugees Fund may send
the donation in care of the
Vietnam Association Refugees
Fund, Box 403, Rolla.

IK Initiates 21
The University of MissouriRolla chapter of Intercollegiate
Knights intiated new members
April 6, 1975. The new members
are: Cliff Baumer, Jim Brink,
Jeff Buck, Gary Cline, Harold
Deckerd, Roy DeRouese, Ivan
Engeman, Jeff Feaster, Bill
Franz, John Hicks, Jim Ket-

tinger, Dave Kolkmeir, David
Levings; Bill McAllister, Bob
Mitchell, Larry Ott, Jay
Petrechko, Jim Rau, Mark
Rudy, David Ruprecht and
Steve Watson.
This weekend I, K. presented
a cash award of $25.00 to Bently
J. Ousley for his excellent
project called " Harnessing

Solar Energy." The basis of the
judging, conducted by Dr. I. H.
Lowsley and Michael Lackner,
was centered on the possible
services rendered to the betterment of mankind. The reason
for this judgment relates to the
purpose of 1. K. , that being a
service as well as an honorary
organization.

EIT Review Sessions
Tues. evening, Apr. IS, 7-10 p.m ., ME Aud.,-Engineering Economy-Prof. Bayless
Wed. evening, Apr. 16,7-10 p.m ., ME Aud.,-Strength of Materials-Dr. Parry
Thurs . evening, Apr. 17,7-10 p.m ., ME Aud .,-Heat Power & ME-Dr. Flanigan
Separate questions may not be offered in physics and chemistry but these subjects
will be included in other questions.
A list stating applicant name and room number will be posted the week before the
exam in the Civil Engineering Building only .

associate
professor
of
mathematics at the University
of Missouri-Columbia and has
written a paper showing that
evolution is mathematically
impossible . Dr. Rodabaugh
does not state his beliefs just on
mathematics but on archaelogical finds which are
highlighted in the film. If you
still believe in fhe monkey
theory , it'll be worth your time
to check this out.
The last student council
lecture this semester will be on
Wednesday April 16. The
speaker will be Dr. Arlan
DeKock of UMR's Computer
Science Department and his
topic will be machine intteligence. If y,ou're into any
kind of science fiction you!ve
p~obably
encountered the
omniscient comput~r which
seems highly magical and
therefore improbable. But is it?
Dr. DeKock will give man 's
current predictions for the
computer world and let you
decide on just how intelligent a
machine can become.

On March '1:1, 1975, the soft
drink distributing company
presently
servicing
the
University campus provided the
University Police Department
with information on the amoUnt
of bottle pilferage from PepsiCola machines located in
several buildings on the campus. Since November, 1974,
there has been a loss of 4,848
returnable
bottles . . Also
reported lost are apprOximately
60 wooden cases.
Due to the large amount of
pilferage, the distributors are
conSidering use of nonreturnable containers which
will increase the cost of the soft
drink products and could also
present a disposal problem.
Present costs are 20 cents per 10
ounce bottle with an antiCipated
5 cent increase in cost if nonreturnable containers are used.
In order to avoid an increase in
product price , University
faculty , staff and students are
urged to report information
regarding theft of bottles and
cases to the University Police
Department. Campus citizens
should be conscientious about
returning empty bottles to the
racks provided. Soft drink
bottle pilferage is becoming a
major problem on campus and
steps will be taken to stop it. An
individual was apprehended by
the University Police this past
weekend for taking bottles and
disciplinary action is pending.

street change
in eHect
This past Monday evening,
the Rolla City Council passed an
ordinance that offiCially makes
State Street one-way from 11th
to 6th ( heading south) and
Park Street one-way from 6th to
11th (heading north) . This law
is in effect immediately, but it
will not be enforced until signs
can be erected. This will just be
a matter of how quickly the
Rolla Street Department can
act - so beware!
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State Coordinating Board Music From Broadway
Penalizes U of Missouri

,,..

The state Coordinating Board
for Higher Education has
penalized the University of
Missouri for increasing student
fees this year, says UM
President C. Brice Ratchford.
That is the effect of the
procedure the coordinating
board followed in making its
recommendation of $119.4
million in state appropriations
for operation of the University
in 1975-16, Ratchford said.
In a hearing before Gov.
Christopher S. Bond Dec . 10, the
UM president said if fees and
tuition had been reduced ,
resulting
in
less
nonappropriated revenue for the
University, under the coordinating board's approach, the
appropriation recommendation
presumable would have been
"substantially higher. " The
University requested $133
million.
Ratchford said the implication fOF state institutions of
higher education is to "recruit
vigorously , keep them as long
as possible and reduce their
fees." He added, "I do not think
that is the intended objective."
Citing what he called misinterpretations
and
miscalculations used by the
coordina ting board in reaching
the recommendation. Ratchford said he would "feel much
better if someone had said that
the University's fair share of
the limited revenues available
is (an additional) $6.3 million,
rather than using a series' of
calculations and underlying
assumptions which simply are
not valid."
Ratchford told the governor
that the coordinating board's
recommendation, in which "you
have concurred," failed to
account for fringe l>enefit costs
associated with salaries and
wages, did not refie<!t the actual
'1974-75 operating budget
projection, over-projected UM
non-state revenue and ignored
anticipated enrollment increases. "If your fair share is in
fact $6.3 million, then every

other state agency is in trouble,
and someone needs to look at
the level and quality of services
that will result and whether this
is what the people of the state
want, or whether they would
prefer another alternative," he
said.
In a booklet summarizing the
UM request for a $20 millior.
increase in state appropriation
for operations in fiscal 1975-76,
the
State of Missouri is
compared with the other states
in appropriations for higher
education. The figures show
Missouri is 29th in ' appropriations per student
enrolled in fall 1973, 42nd in
appropriations per capita and
43rd in appropriations per $1,000
of personal income.
Ratchford said the University
had followed the governor's
guideline and calculated an
eight per cent increase in salary
and wage funds for 1975-76.
"This, along with the associated
fringe 'benefits, " he said,
"would require an additional
$11.1 million." But the coordinating board recommended a
total additional appropriation of
only $6.3 million . "If every cent
of that increase was used just
for salaries," he said, "we could
provide a direct increase of
slightly less than five per cent.
"But," he added, "all of the
increase recommended cannot

University of MissouriRolla's Miner Band and Concert
Band will present a program of
.. Music From Broadway"
Monday, April 14, at 8 p.m. in
Centennial Hall, University
Center.
Irving Berlin's "A Pretty Girl
Is Like a Melody" (1919), "Say
It With Music" (1921) and
arrangements of several
numbers
from
Meredith
Wilson's "Music Man" and
"Unsinkable Molly Brown" will
be offered by the Miner Band.
Included in the "Music Man "
group is "Seventy-Six Trom-

go into salaries."
Ratchford said an eight per
cent increase in salary funds
and for non-salary purchases,
and an additional $528,600 to
cover "supra-normal" utility
price increases, would come to
$15.1 million . Other mandatory
expenditures ass~iated with
affirmative action and equal
employment opportunity
legislation, and increases in
medical insurance costs, he
said would send the University's costs for 1974-75 up "at
least $11 million." He sl,lid that
figure did not include "funds to
handle the increase in
The Recreation Committee of
enrollment which continues to the Student Union Board is
occur at the University" or any proud to present its major
program improvements.
spring tournament, Best Ball
Ratchford said, "I recognize Golf. Today is the sign-up, with
the 'fiscal situation of the state play beginning tomorrow
and, as an economist, I'm through May 2nd.
aware of the predictions for the
months ahead. At the same
The rules are very simple:
time, I would be derelict in my Two players per team, play
responsibilities if I did not in- UMR's nine-hole course; each
dicate what it will take to keep player tees off, then each player
the University at least standing plays his second shot from the
still from a quality point of best pOSition achieved by either
view." The University's current of the players' first shots; this
operating budget is $233.1 continues, with each player
million, of which $113.2 million always hitting from the same
is in state appropriations. The position on each shot; the best
anticipated budget (or next year
is $255.9 million, with $133.2
million from state appropriations.

only $250 a fiscal year to a
limited number of selected
veterans for 100 hours of service.
From April, 1973, when the
original program started
through last December, 27,157
veterans received nearly $6.6
million in grants for 2.6 million
hours of work, the VA offidal
revealed.
Veterans interested in work
study grants were urged to
apply to VA regional offices
which maintain their records.

fill

...

Students Feel Pinch
other work-study funds or the
University.
"These students work in
virtually every departmen't
administrative office on
campus'," Pendergrass reports.
"Insofar as possible, we match
up a student's work to his major
field or special field of interest.
Most of UMR's students are
majoring in engineering or
science, . and ma ny gain
valuable experience in their
professions ."
Student
financial
aid
statistics 'are only : part of the
picture, the director points out.'
Many · more students secure
jobs' 'on their own, ' both on
. campus <In\! ' in town. Some
creat/! their own jobs, selling a
variety of skills and services,
such
as
TV
repair,
photography, typing or catering
- to name a few :
All in all, the good old
American tradition of a student
working his or her way throiigh
college is still strong. And with
mounting inflation it may be
getting stronger, UMR administrators say. They believe
this is not a bad trend. They
report no evidence that working
hurts academic performance.

In fact, work may help the
student academically, because
it forces him to schedule his
time and realize the value of his
education. And, most important
to all, working often makes the
difference between a student's

er
Jir

golf tourney ·

veterans receive
extra benefits
Veterans in need of financial
aid to continue GI Bill education
are eligible for increased
benefits under the Veterans
Administrator - of V~terans
Mfairs Richard L. Roudebush
noted· that a December 3 law
(PL 93-508) increased the
amount the agency can advance
veterans to a maximum of $625
per semester for fulltime
'students who agree to work 250
hours for the agency.
Prior to December, 1974, VA
could advance a maximum of

!!lones."
The Concert Band will play
several
selections
from
Leonard Bersteln's "West Side
Story" and his overture from
"Candide." The band will also
perform a folk song suite by
H.alph Vaughn William. This
suite will be conducted by David
Jobe, sophomore in mechanica:i
engineering from University
City .
.
Director of both bands is Dr.
David Oakley, associate
professor of music.
The concert is open to the
public and there is no charge.

Continued from Page 3
getting an education or not.
Further information concerning financial aid and work
opportunities at UMR is
available from the Office of
Financial Aid, UMR, Rolla, Mo.
65401.

Christopher Jewelers
805 Pine Street

*****

Catering to UMR
The Complete Service Jeweler'

"Specializing in Printed Sportswear"
T-Shirts, Jerseys, Silks .
Sweat Clothing & Coaches Shirts
All Types-Screening, Heat
Transfers & Sewn On
Many Styles and Colors
To Choose From

score f9r each hole is recorded
and summed up after all nine '
holes have been played. Each
team must play with another
team entered in the tournament, and the resulting
scores must be contersigned by
that team.
Each team can play from
Saturday, April 12th through
May 2nd. If you are reading this
and it is past Thursday and you
would like to play, call David
Suiter at 341-2247 or Marvin
Borgmeyer at 364-8936 to get
signed-up. Trophies will be
awarded to the top teams, so
give it try!

diabetes benefit
bike-a-thon set

Plans for the local diabetes
benefit bike-a-thon are underway and entry forms are
now available at various
locations in the Rolla-St. JamesNewburg area.
The bike-a-thon is being held
statewide next month by the
diabetes associations as a
benefit for the Missouri diabetic
children's camp.
The local bike-a-thon is set for
May 3 and will be held between
10 a.m. and 4 p.m. on the north
and south outer roads of 1-44
from the intersection 'of VHighway at 1-44, near the Mule
Trading Post, to the intersection of Route 68 arid 1-44 at
St. James.
To make the complete circuit

P

!t

it is a total of about 13 miles.
The rider may ride his bike as
many miles as he wishes by
repeating the circuit.
Between now and May 3,
persons may obtain as many
sponsors as possible (at so
much money per mile such as
$.05, $.25, $1 or more). The
sponsor pledges this certain
amount per mile to the diabetes
association.
Prizes will be awarded the
riders turning in the most
money to the association. The
grand prize will be a bicycle.
Entry blanks may picked up
at the Rolla Public Library, the
James Foundation Library, St.
James, the Rolla Daily News,
and at area schools.
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20% Off on
341-2000

Wr~ngler, 'Burger .Drive-In·
Open ro AM to 2 AM -,' 7 Days a Week
Come on 'il;1 ',with your friends
and see)f you can handle a
WRANGLER BURGER.
Orders to Go
. 364·6536
Kingshighway next to Biedermans

Mini-Calculator Headquart~!rs
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Student .Discount

Office Equipment Co., Inc.
364-1334
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John Gunther Dean, U. S.
Ambassador to Cambodia
spent 90 minutes at the Phno~
Penh airport last week, at times
crouching from rebel rocket
lire, waiting to say goodbye to
President Lon Nol - News
Item.
From : U. S. State Department, Office of Protocol.
,.To: All U. S. Ambassadors.
Subject: Airport farewells.
A rather . strongly-worded
complaint from one of our
Ambassadors in the field has
been recei ved by this office
pertaining to the lack of
guidelines on the proper
protocol for bidding far ewells to
departing Presidents of allied
nations.

4 - In no circumstances
should the Ambassador ask
"May I check your bags'!':
What the . President has done
with the money we have sent
him is, after all, his business.
5 - Great care should be
taken in phrasing the farewell
properly. "Sorry you couldn't
stay longer" may sound overly
defeatist. At the same time
: 'Come back soon" may appear:
In most cases, overly optimistic. A simple "Don't forget
to write" should generally
suffice.
6 - Should aU. S. Marine
Corps Band be present for the
occasion, equal care should be
devoted to the mUSical selections. Sad farewell songs, such
as "I'll Get Along Without You
As such situations may arise
Very Well, " definitely set the
with increasing frequency in the
wrong mood. A cheerful,
future , we hope the following
directive will be of help:

friendly tune,like "So Long, It's
Been Good to Know You"
strikes a far more preferable
note.
7 - In order to maintain this
cheery , optimistic ambience:
the Ambassador should never
'under any circumstances:
check the availability of subsequent flights until the
President IS airborne.
R~d ~rown, a UMR st udent, sports a happy look after
8- In dire emergencies, the
winning the post of Second Ward Alderman in
Ambassador may offer the
Newburg.
Photo by Stevenson
'depa rting President a ride only
to the Airport Bus Terminal. In
such cases, he should cite "the
rush hour traffic to the airport"
- no matter what the hour.
by S. McCORKLE GALE
We trust this directive will
'e liminate future complaints
Rod Brown is a 24·year~ld often these days can you find a
by Ambassadors in the field UMR student majoring in town built on hills like that? "
such as the one referred to physical therapy. He is also
He speaks frequently of
above. Such language has no probably the youngest alder· Newburg's assets and fervently
place in diplomatic cables.
man ever to be elected in believes Newburg can rally and
Newburg.
not be lost to the ghosts .
.. 3
Newburg was once a thriving
Newburg has several natural
railroad town. In the late 50's assets in resources (river,
Rawlings was a fairly new natural beauty, good farm land )
industry in town and hired over that Rod hopes to see put to
didn 't felt like traveling great 150 people. Newburg had two better use. He says that with
distance. I can account this as drugstores , three super- littl e effort Newburg could
the reason for the most of all markets, a couple of really good become a tourist town and bring
foreign students. And how about restaurants , a teen center, a a great deal of income in from
the people had to stay · to do movie and the usual number of outside.
Of course, there is some hope
research and write thesis , they churches. The population was
for the immediate future in that
were also leftout. Finally , over 1,000.
Today Newburg has dwindled Ra wlings plans to reopen
people like me and others
couldn't afford any bread to go to only 800 people and most of sometime in the next month or
them are out of work. Rawlings so. But initially Rawlings will
elsewhere .
In a future time I hope closed last August after 21 rehire only about 18 people.
Carol Myers Brown is Rod's
whoever (l am not sure whether years ; the railroad days are , if
it was SUB or the ad- not over, at least dormant. wife. She teaches Learning
ministration) decides to close Streets and sidewalks have DiSCipline at Newburg High
Student Union will give better deteriorated. The water supply School, and is familiar with
thoughts. As ·Student Union is in need of purification. But local problems because she was
should be open to accommodate the biggest problem facing the raised in Newburg. She and Rod
student whenever there's a life of Newburg is lack of in- work together with the young
people of the town .
reasonable demand and a need. dustry.
Rod would like to see several
Rod hopes to bring industry to
Afterall, we are paying for this
service and not getting it free! Newburg by getting the changes take place. In addition
townspeople involved in their to working on the industry,
town. "We can't let Newburg street, sidewalks, sewers and
Thank You,
die," says Rod, "after all, how water problems, he would like
Disgruntled
to see the younger kids
registered , the library expanded, the cable system
operating more efficiently, and
more involvement of the
townspeople in their 'local
government.
This all sounds like a great
deal of work for one optimistic
ST.LOUIS
young alderman, but it doesn't
seem impossible. Rod .h as a lot
LyDyrd Skynyrd
Aprfll6
of energy, a lot of good ideas,
IanHUDter
AprilZl
and sincere concern for the
Miek ROMon
future of Newburg. It seems to
Supertramp
AprtlZl
me that his biggest job is
AprilZl
Knlftwert
causing his enthusiasm to
Spans
spread. The Midwest is mown
Apdl1:1
WetWIDie
for its conservative view of
Atlutas
change and Newburg is no
Head East
exception. The encouraging
AprIlZl
IIawkwind
thing is that people realize that
MIke QIUIIItn
Newburg is facing a change or
Unda ROMtadt
Aprtl.
die situation. They proved that
AI Stewart
Mayl
by voting Rod into office.
Robbl Trower
Newburg's young peqple are
Golden Earring
getting together to paint a
Joe Vitale
JolmDenver
May!
mural on the City Hall outer
May 7
Eagles
wall for the upcoming BicenDan Fogolberg
tennial. In fact, many more
MayU
people that were expected have
Jeff Beck
John McLaughlin &:
turned out to help with this
project.
tbe Mabavishnu
Orchestra
More people than were exFrank Zappa
May 13
pected also turned out to protest
Jesse Colin Young
May3l
some outlandish electric bills
Leo Kottke
and to discuss the cable syste~
situation. This may be the year
that Newburg turns around.
Good luck, Rod Brown.

Rod Brown: A Winner!

edile:Hers

t 13 miles.
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• wishes by
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in as many
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more). The
certain
the diabetes
lwarded the
the most

lCiation. The
e a bicycle.
Iy picked up
Library, the
Library, St.
Daily News,

1- On being notified of the
departure of a President who
has enjoyed our support for a
number
of
years ,
the Dear Editor:
Ambassador should offer to
Over recent spring vacation, I
drive him to the airport.
had the most strongest
grievance. It was against
2 '- During the drive, the whoever that decided to close
Ambassador should dwell on Student Union for practically an
pleasant subjects , such as the entire spring break.
love and devotion the President
Decision to close student
has earned from his people union from Thursday 5:00 p.m .,
during his term of office.
a day after classes had end to
3 - If the airport is under fire Monday following week was
and
grossly
from the people upon arrival, absurd
.the Ambassador may drop the preposterous. Did anyone ever
President off at the curb, noting thought there are many
that "the parking lot seems to students who were trapped in
be full" or that he· hates "long Rolla due to the fact their
homes are too far away and
goodbyes. "

TOP HAT LOUNGE
Miners Hang Out
Michelob & Bottle Beer
Above ABC Bowling Lanes
Downtown Rolla

DIEHL MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES
Rolla, Missouri
(The Originator of the Student Finance
Plan in this Area)

count

This plan allows the students upon approved credits
and job, to buy a new car with nothing down and
payments. of $25.00 per month until you are on the
job. This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford
has sold over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating
students this way. See us for all the details. Also you
can use your oiNn insurance or ours.
FORD LINCOLN MERCURY
This allows the graduating students to have a new
car before he gracSuates when he really needs it.
"This is a special discount program for students.
We will be glad to quote you a price on any Ford or
Mercury product."

future concerts
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WI..JL<?! AT LEAST IT LISTENS!
I SuRE CAN'T TALK TO THE
PRINCIPAL OR THE PTA OR
TI-1E I3Q4.RO OF EDUCATION!

IF YOU STAND HERE
TALKING 10 A auILDING,
EVEf(I(ONE 15 GOING 10
THINK I{OU'({E CRAZI{
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food stamp
program ineffective

Garrard

By WILLIAM VIERCK
After having read in the Wall
Street Journal and St. Louis
Post Dispatch this week of the
gross ineffectiveness of administrators of the federal food
stamp program , I have begun to
wonder to what extent this
failure is intentional.
A federal study carried out
last September , when the
national unemployment rate
was somewhat better than it is
today, indicated that some 20
million Americans who should
have been eligible for food
stamps were not receiving
them. Can a fail ure of this
magnitude be accidental?

On March 17 of this year, the
Wall Street Journal reported
that some food stamp applicants in Cleveland were
required to make appointments
4 weeks in advance just to get
application forms. Is it really
that difficult to make forms
available to applicants'?
In Rolla , even after completing the . forms, some applicants have to wait another 2
months before being allowed to
purchase stamps. Are these
delays unavoidable'?
I don 't know, But, of this I am
sure. If I were opposed to this
federal program, I could oppose
it most effectively from within.

And Many Other Famous Brands Of

Stereo Equipmen
Register For:

8 FREE L.P.'s

•
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agra(
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And Several Gift Certificates

Colle!
majol

To be given away during our Grand Opening

Plan Your Parenthood
Next week is Planned men and women for syphillis.
Parenthood Awareness Week
Some of the fund raising
(April 13-19>. Several activities activities you might be inare planned for the annual fund ' terested in attending are:
raising . These are grant Dinner Theatre at Ft. Wood
matching funds, which means Sunday, April 13; Open House at
that whatever amount Planned the Rolla Clinic Business Loop
Parenthood can raise will be 66; April 17 (Thurs ); Art ShowSale the 18th and 19th at the
matched by a grant.
GDI will help by selling Rolla P ublic Library ~ parking
posters and other "Love lot ; nd an "April Experience"
Carefully" items on campus. dinner at the Oak Meadow
They will also have in- Country Club April 19th. The
formational
pamphlets last event costs $15 a couple.
detailing the services PP offers.
For more information contact
One of the services PP offers for
free is VD testing. They can test PP's Executive Director, Ms.
women for gonorrhea and both Gretchen Thompson, 364-1509.

Tee
Lisa

No purchase necessary. Need not be
present to win .

Great Savings
On All Records
$6.98 Retail L.P.'s
'
Our Everyday Low Price
Some Selected

L.P.'s
Everyday Low Price Only:

8·Track Tapes
Suggested $7,95 Retail
Everyday Low Price Only:

299
644

'
Only:

vary
fish'

499

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL
Scott R33S Stereo Receiver
Ultralinear 12", 3-Way Speakers
Modell00A

.

$3°9:S
$533 . 85 Retail
nIY

Glenburn Automatic Turntable
Model 211 OA

Plus Tax

Crafts-Hobbies - Artists Supplies
Phone: 364-558 J

605 Pine

Rolla, 'Mo. 6540 J

PIZZA

17 STEAMING VARIETIES

SANDWICHES AND BEER
DIAL 364-2669
FOR TAKEOUTS &
DELIVERY SERVICE

ALEX

PIZZA
PALACE

7 Days a Week
Open Daily
4p.m. ,to 2a.m.

I

113 West 9th

Rolla, Mo.

oun s
Phone 364·8786

spent
porlfo
in SL
Lisa',

dedie<

Lisa v
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INDEPENDENTS' WEEKEND

Queen Candidates
CampUs Club has chosen Miss Jan
Stock as their candidate for Independent's queen. She is presently a Junior
in Civil Engineering with plans of going
mto construction after graduation.
Besides being a football cheerleader
she has an active interest in jogging .
and tennis.

Miss Veronica Jansen has been
chosen by the members of GDI as their
queen candidate for Independents
Party Weekend. Ronnie is a sophomore
from Jackson, Mo. majoring in
chemical engineering at the University
of Missouri at Rolla. She is a member of
AIChE and GDI where she is very active.

JAN STOCK

RONNIE JANSEN

campus club

gdi

LISA LAFATA

JOYCE WIL.LMAN
wrha

tech club
Tech Club is proud to present Miss
Lisa Lafata as their candidate for
Independent's Week-End Queen. Lisa is
a graduate of Brentwood High School in
St. Louis. She is attending Columbia .
College in Columbia Mo. where she' is
majoring in Studio Art. Lisa '-5 activities
vary ' from touring Europe to bass
fishing , although most of her time is
spent in the pursuit of her art work. A
portfolio of her work will be on display
in St. Louis this summer. We feel that
Lisa's charming personality and
dedication qualify her for this honor.
Lisa will be escorted by Vern Lenzini.

j

Refill

~:

~8

The Wom en 's Residence Hall
Association has chosen Joyce Willman
to represent them as their independents Weekend Queen Candidate. Joyce
is a sophomore from Kansas City, Mo.
majoring in Computer Science here at
UMR. She is a member of WRHA,
Intercollegiate Knights Girls Auxiliary ,
and the Association of Computing
Machinery. Her hobbies include
gymnastics, sewing and being a disc
jockey for tbe dorm radio station. She
will be escorted by Allen Agnew.

The MRHA is honored to have Darlis
Burris represent them as their
Independents Weekend queen candidate. Miss Burris is a member of
WRHA and is from Eldon, Mo. Her
hobbies include playing the piano and
organ, horseback riding and tennis. She
is majoring in education and math and
plans to teach math upon graduation.

The International Student's Club is
proud to have Morelia Obregon as their
Independents WeekenIL Queen Candidate. Miss Obregon of Venezuela is
working for her masters degree in
Engineering Management.

MORELlA OBREGON

DARLTS BURRIS

in ternalionai

students' club

mrha

LINDA MAR TIN
pngineers' club
Linda Martin, daughter of Dr . and
Mrs. Arlis Martin of Salem, will
represent the Engineer's Club in this
year 's Independents Weekend Queen
contest.
Though a native of Rolla, she has
lived in the Middle East for six years
and is a 1973 graduate of the American
Community School, Beirut, Lebanon.
She has attended the University of
Missouri-Columbia for 3 semesters as a
biology major and is a member of the
~pha Gamma Delta sorority chapter
there.
Her hobbies include skiing, tennis,
jazz and tap dancing, painting and
flying kites.

•
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We invite
our researchers to
ask 1II0re questions
than they can answer.
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Making your mark in business used to mean
carving a comfortable niche for yourself and staying there. Promotion was simply a matter of time,
provided you could spend 20 years in the process.
But, today, business depends on technology. Technology that can't wait a moment if it's going to keep
pace with what's happening.
That's why, at Kodak, our basic reliance on scientific res.earch makes the need for creative young
minds more demanding than ever. We must have
peopl~ with drive and ambition, impatient to put
what they've learned into practice. People who get
all the freedom and responsibility they can handle,
and tackle our problems with thei r ideas.
Which , we'r~ happy to say, has helped many of
our scientists yield important discoveries. For
example:
The woman on the left has devised new and improved photographic materials for specialized scientific applications in fields such as astronomy and
holography. The young man is an expert on surface
analysis. His work in photoelectron spectroscopy

helps to identify unknown substances. The woman
on the right has a dual background in gas chromatography and trace metal analysis, which she's applied to analyzing porlution in rivers and streams.
They came up with new problems while solving
some of our old ones. But they've uncovered some
promising answers, too. As they continue their research, you may read about them again. The oldest
is just over 30.
Why do we give young men and women so
much room to test their ideas? Because good ideas
often lead to better products. Which are good for
business. And we're in business to make a profit.
But in furthering our own business interests, we
also further society's interests. Which makes good
sense.
After all, our business depends on society. So
we care what happens to it.

..I -----------,
snap shot ~. I
J
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REBECCA DYE

This week's question:
What are your thoughts about
the Rollamo, Miner. and KMNR? Changes? Criticisms?

Ilobin Sewell: I like the RollanlO
and the Miner. I don't like the
special
programs
like
"Pacifica" and such on the
radio station. I like just the
music, mostly the rock.

Mike Consolino: I think the
Rollamo should have a few
more pictures of everything. I
think they have a tendency to do
just a few organizations. The
Miner is OK. KMNR could do
with a little less of things like
"Moon over Morocco." I like
the lampoon hour. The
scheduling isn't too good. I don't
like the night flight and I wish
they had more request hours
than they have.

Mark Lorenz: Sometimes the
editors of the Rollamo are not
photographers and they know
very little about photography,
yet the Rollamo's main purpose
is a photographic essay of a
year of school. Sometimes they
use some of the worst pictures
and let some of the best pictures
go into the trash can. I think the
is
an
excellent
Miner
newspaper and the staff is doing
an excellent job . KMNR
sometimes plays music which
caters to a very small minority
of people while a majority of the
people don 't like that particular
type of music. Their main
purpose should be to serve a
majority of the people and not a
small minority.

Mike Aguilar: I enjoy reading
the Miner and listening to
KMNR. I think KMNR is put
together very well as far as
programming is concerned. The
students do a good job bringing
news to other students concerning what's happenin '. As
far as the Rollamo, I'm used to
high school yearbooks which
represent a more personal point
of view. I don't think Rolla is too
large to have a personal
yearbook however I'm not sure
how to change this problem.

Mr. Merchant,
The Miner Gets Read.

Dale Bradley: I enjoy reading
the Miner very much. I like to
read about the campus news,
the sports, Bombast, and the
comic "Our Man Hoppe." I like
to listen to KMNR. sOmetimes I
listen to a song but they don't
tell who performed it, or give
its name until after they playa
long sequel. Then I don't know
what song to buy if I want to buy
one. I think the people who work
on these staffs should be
complimented. I don 't know
where they find the time.

Trent Parkhill: I think that
for a college yearbook the
Rollamo Is awfully unfortunate.
Very few high school yearbooks
are as poor as our college
year!x>ok. I think there is a lot
they (!ould do to it. Maybe it is a
lack of people; maybe it is just a
lack of photographers but the
picture quality is pretty low.
The Miner in contrast has been
doing pretty well and improved
alot since last year. They have
added alot of new articles and
columns. Someone is obviously
doing alot of work. I think
KMNR is the best station you
'can get around here, considering it is the type of music I
like. I think they 40 a pretty ,
good job of playing mostly
music and keeping out talk ...most people like that when they
are studying.

Don't You Want To
Advertise With 'Us?

Call

364·2626
And Talk To Ron
About It.

Pabst" & Peanuts
The Best Beer Buy
In Town
Sound By The Sound Center
1107 Pine Street

Photos by Collins

***
*
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miner sports
Soccer Opens

Canoe

Race
second Annual
Race

UMR Canoe

DATE : May 3, 1975
TIME : 11:30 a.m.
PLACE : Meet at the MultiPurpose Building
ENTRIES DUE: April 29,
1975
RACE COURSE: Little Piney
River from Newburg to Jerome
(8 miles)
ENTRY FEE: $5.00 per two
person team (due 4-29-75) . All
proceeds will go toward the
Burr Van Nostrand Memorial
Scholarship. Entries can be
turned in to Norm Henry or Jo
Ann Ellis at the Athletic Office.

This year, the Miner football
team was the best offensive
team in the conference, and also
the most exciting. They finished
second in the conference, and
except for one bad game, would
have been first. They finished
with a 6+1 record, their best
since 1970. The Miner basketball team was 1&-9, second in the
MIAA, and was good enough to
be first , with some breaks along
the way. They wre also good
enough to warrant an invitation
to the regional tournament in an
at-large berth. The swimming
team was by far the class of the
conference, winning the MIAA
meet easily, and was the 13th
best team in the nation in NCAA
Di vision II.

PRIZES : Trophy for 1st mens
team
For the first time since 1969,
Prize for 1st coed team
the football Miners had an AllPrize for 1st women 's team
Americ.an, Merle Dillow, And
Hayride awarded to the for the first time ever, six
organization sponsoring the swimmers - Mike Norberg ,
most entries (plus other prizes) Bill Orr, Jim West, Dana Witt,
Participants must supply Leonard Wolff, and Randy
their own canoe and tran- Lubbert
earned Allsportation to race course.
American honors by finishing in
the top twelve in the nation.
Canoes
available
with Norberg took second in one
transportation to start for at event. A national championship
most $11 .00 at Jerome. Those next year for Mike is more than
wishing to use the Jerome just possible.
Rental Service should let Norm
or Jo Ann know as soon as
All in all, the Miner athletic
possible so that arrangements program seems to be in fine
can be made.
shape, since all these feats were
There will be a meeting for all accomplished with young
entrants on April 30th at the teams. But despite the success
Multi-Purpose Building.
of the Miner teams this year,

,.

•
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they
jokes and criticism about the
"Miners". Why is this? In the
last four years, attendance at
all events has dwindled. The
football stands have not been
filled in the last three years,
despite this season's success.
The basketball stands have not
been filled, and some who are
there seem to be there to see
how much baiting the referee
and the opponents can take. The
swimming pool, despite it's
small seating capacity, has
never been filled for a meet.
Why is this? It certainly can't
be blamed on the ' price of admission, since all students with
an 1.0. are admitted free.
It seems to be for one reason
a lone - apathy . The intramural
program has no lack of concern
for anyone , and that's great.
But what about the varsity
teams? Thse teams represent
UMR intercollegiately, and
everyone should realize this .
It's no joke that teams perform
better when the stands are full.
With more fan support, play
improves, and so does the UMR
athletic reputation.
The baseball, track, tennis
and golf seasons are just
beginning. So go to some of the
events, and support the Miners.
And when the Miner teams start
winning again next year, go to
the games, and get behind the
Miners.

Track Schedule
DATE
April 8
April 15
April 21
April 25-26
May 2
May 9-10

OPPONENTS
MlSSouri Valley, Central Mo.
Washington University
Lincoln University and
Westminister College
Southwest Missouri State Relays
Central Missouri State
MIAA

PLACE
Marshall
Rolla
Jeff City
Springfield
Warrensburg
Jeff City

TIME
3:30
3:30
3:30
5:30

ROLl)
AUTOMOTIVE
SUPPLY

In the second half, a third
Holla goal was disallowed on a
questionable call. Drury came
on stronger in the second half
and was able to score their only
goal. A return match is tentatively set for Sun., April 20 at
2:00 p.m . here in Rolla at the
Intramural Fielq.

1M Standings
TKE
SigEp
Tech
PiKA
SigTau
Beta Sig
KappaSig
KA
PhiKap
MRHA
SigNu
Lambda Chi
DeltaTau
Wesley
GDl
Triangle

1782.5
1613
1605.5
1530
1506.5
1500
1499
1461.5
1407.5
1320
1316.5
1271
1123.5
1102.5
1074
1072.5

~lgPi

898.5

Acacia
Engine
DeltaSig
Campus
Theta Xi
APA
AEPi
BSU
Newman
Liahona
Focus
Mates
Rugby Club
Pi Kappa Phi

888

875.5
772.5
693
678
599.5
532.5
477
461.5
403
354

If it's electronic
... we can repair it

The Ic..adel'. Always ha." hE>t·n.

3605
Dolhy i"l n trlldemnrk

or D o lhy

I.ulxmltorie'l, Inc .

Sound Center

807 Rolla St.

904 Pine

364-3603

Mil

ran

Thl

240.5
78.5

Ce~

his freshman and sophomore
years but he decided to try
baseball this spring. He has
stepped right in and looked like
a veteran out on the field. At the
plate he has shown the speed to
beg out the infield hits and also
the ability to hit the long ball. It
is really an example of just how
good an athlete Stu really is.
Besides all this , he is also an allconference man on the Miner
football team:

The ccassette deck
en9ineers
love.
""',~~~f!lji.li.HI"""'",I;I"' ~1I'aIIIIII

TEAC.

Ranco Inc.
Electronic
laboratories

TOI

of
Sou

athlete of the week

It's t he TEA C 360S. The moderately priced cassette deck
that out-specs a ll t he othe r s except its bi g brother, the
TEA C 450.
What makes the TE AC 360S so specia l ? An un precedented ne\\" transport d r ive system produces a WRM S record and playback \\"ow a nd flutter of only 0.07 '1< (w hich
mean s incr edible fide li ty ). Four input mic or line mixing.
D o l by -~ circuitry, enhanced by Dolby cali brat ion controls
a nd ton e J:tc n cl'ator.
Ask any engineer " boul the TEAC ~GOS . Th en t ry to
se ttle fol' anything- le~ s.

341-2330

sCO

286

M-Club
This weeks Athlete of the
Week is Stu Dunlop of the Miner
baseball team. This past
weekend, Stu went 5 for 7
against Northeast Missouri up
in Kirksville. Included in those 5
hits was a 3 run homer. This
made him 8 for 20 for the year.
Stu has also played some fine
defense for the Miners in the
outfiled. He is doing this despite
not even playing baseball his
first two years down here. He
ran track for the !'diners durinlO!

bU

wei

W

D

Regular
$379.50

702 North Bishop
Automotive Parts
and Supplies

364-4332

On Saturday, April 5, the
UMR Soccer Club defeated
Drury College Soccer Club in
Springfield, Mo. by a score of 21. Not too far into the first half
. Larry Mertens was credited
with the first Holla goal. Shortly
thereafter Paul Andrews
pushed the ball into the net for
Rolla's second score.

"Our Name Says It All"
1107 Pine Street
Rolla, Mo.
364-7715
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Miners Lose At Kirksville

Miners Win
UMR Best Ball

fona

~callle

\ ball

It ll!IIy

Isten.
il al at

at the

898.5
1188

875.5
772.5

693
678
599.5

532.5
4TI
461.5

403
3S4
?B6
240.5
78.5

Over the holidays, the Miner
golf team competed in the
Galveston Invitational in
Galveston, Texas. The Miners
finished 10th in the 13 team
meet. Tom Tatman had the best
score for the Miners, shooting
71.a0-80-71-314. Tom Schneider
was only one stroke behind at
82-78-76-79-315. Bruce Roney
had a 79-71-83-78-317, and Dan
Wenk shot 82-79-84-79. Ken
Marlow and Mike Wite also
made the trip to Galveston, and
shot 336 and 345 ' respectively,
but only the top four scores
were counted. The Miners total
score was 1267.
In the UMR Best Ball
Tournament March 21-22, the
Miners won, upsetting topranked Central Missouri State.
The Miners fired a 36 hole total
of 441 to finish ahead of
Southeast Missouri State (447),
Westminster College (449), and
Central Missouri State (450).
Danny Wenk and Tom Tat-

man combined for a 69-73-142 on
the par 70 course. Mike White
and Bruce Roney were next
with a 73-74-147, and Tom
Schneider and Kent Marlow had
a 73-79-152.
On April 7, the Miners
defeated Lincoln by a score of
11-7. Tom Tatman, playing in
the No.1 position, shot an 84 and
lost 3-(), to Boudria, who had a
71. Bruce Roney, fired by a 34 on
the opening nine, shot a 75 and
won 2-1 over Giles, who shot a
76. Tom Schneider shot a 79 and
lost 3-() to Holland, who had a 76.
Dan Wenk won 3-() with an 82,
over Werdenbause's 87. Ken
Marlow shot a 79 and won 3-()
over Kottitz, who scored a 95.
And Royce Vessell also won 3-()
by shooting an 83, while his
opponent, Boehner, had a 94.
Next action for the golfers is
in the Crossroads of America
Tournament at Joplin, where 30
teams- are expected . The
tournament is April 11-12.

when you want
to chase a beer
with a beer.
~

Norm DeLeo, Dist.
Sponsors This Week's
ACROSS
1 Insane
4 Water : fog
8 Water :
Arabian

watercourse
12 Contraction
13 Arm bone

lab.!

T

within

o

ATY
11

muscle

DOWN

52 Kor ean river

~~OT

CLOP

57 Combining form:

University :
Ole Shakespeare's
river
Wate.- : downpour
Certain flowers
for short
Bantu language
Underhanded
Agree
French painter
<1684· 1121)
Arrival lab.)
Thanks be to
God : _. gra t;as
Suffix :
doctrine of
Thus
Exist

the green
47 Water :
vorte x
51 Enviro nment a l Protect ion Age ncy

C

55 Paradise
56 Combining form :

1
16 Water :
violent
2
whirlpool
18 Affronts
3
20 A great deal
4
(2 words)
21 Symbol :
5
germanium
6
22 Firmament
23 Water :
7
circular current 8
27 Actress West
9
29 Oemure
10
30 Water:
marshy inlet
11
31 Universal
time (ab .)
17
32 Grope for
19
words
33 Greek letter
34 Lines lab .)
35 Water :
inundation
37 Word used
with burst
and bathe
38 Bishopric
39 Motion
picture
40 Fall behind
41 "Where it's

44 Area n ext to

L.

T

.V 5 E

according to
class
54 Skill

15 The sun

lab.!

~~

Cl!lNO~IN~

14 Greek god of
wor

42 And ot h ers

,

Answer to Puule No. 133
0

~

24 Symbol :
dysprosium
25 Oistribute
26 A certain log
21 Bungle
28 Gudrun's
husband (Norse
myth.)
29 III·mannered
fellow
30 Forbid
32 Four-bagger
33 Pull
36 Chemical

suffix
37 Public bar
38 Water: small
river

Aftell a disappointing trip to
the
College
Invitational
Tournament, one that ended
without playing a game due to a
defective bus transmition, the
UMR Baseball Miners finally
began the season March 23 with
a doubleheader against Cornell
College. Starting the season on
the mound for the Miners was
Rusty Litchfield who went 5-two
thirds innings in picking up the
victory as they out scored
Cornell 11 to 9. The second game
was highlighted by a superb
pitching effort by freshman
Mike Simac in his versity debut.
Mike went the distnce allowing
only one hit as the Mners took
the second game by the score of
1 to O.

After a weekend ser ies
against Southeast Missouri
State was rained out, Evangel
College came to Rolla for two
games on March 31. Mental
mistakes plagued the Miners in
the field as they lost both games
by the scores of 7-() and 8-1. In
the first game, freshman Ted
Kelly made his first start in a
Miner uniform and went all
seven innings, pitChing better
than the score indicates. In the
nightcap. Jeff Pose took the loss
after allowing 7 runs in five
innings.
This past weekend; UMR
traveled to Kirksville for their
first MIAA conference games
against the Northeast Missouri
State Bulldog~ . In the opener,

starter Mike Simac was tagged
for 12 runs before Mark Mills
relieved him in the 5th. Mark
pitched well in relief, but the
game went to Northeast by the
~core of 13to 5. In the next game
Rusty Litchfield allowed only 6
hits, but with the Miners leading
2-1 in the bottom of the sixth, he
was touched for a wind-aided
two run homer that just cleared
the fence. That was all the
Bulldogs nee4ed as the Miners
were unable to score in the final
inning, losing 3-2. Centerfielder
Stu Dunlop lead UMR at the
plate hitting 5 for 7 in the series
with a first game homerun,
bringing his season batting
average to .400.

Beta Sig Wins Bowling
Earlier this month in- much excitement as Beta Sig
tramural bowling was held at started off the right foot by
Colonial Lanes. Late postings of nipping Engine 11-10 while Sig
results dealyed our coverage as NU outscored Alpha Phi Alpha
Beta Sig took top honors with a 9-5. The only forfeit of the night
total pin score of 2542. Pikers went to Triangle from the
came in second with 2477, Sig generous hands of Liahona.
Much more scoring took palce
Ep was third with 2430 and
Lambda Chi rated a close fourth in League III as some teams
found it much easier to score
with 2426.
Archery proved to be close runs than play defense. Acacia
competition this past Saturday allowed Mates to score 11 runs
as Sig Ep won with 190 points but made up for a poor defense
while Sig Tau ranked second with a powerful offense scoring
with 157 followed closely by 21 runs to post its first victory.
Tech Club with 153 and Lambda Sig Ep also scored an impressive offensive victory by
Chi with 146.
Finally Badminton and downing Tech Club 2(}-4, while
horseshoes got underway last Sig Pi totaled 18 runs to 3 for
week as doubles and Singles B.S.U.
compete in a double elimination Campus and Kappa Sig
tournament. First and second battled it out in League IV
rounds have been completed scoring a total of 30 runs , the
with better than 30 teams taking final ; Campus 17 Kappa Sig 13.
part in each sport. Because of
the length of each schedule only
the quarterfinals, semifinals
and finals will be covered which
should take place towards the
end of this month.
Two weeks of cold and rainy
weather . managed to postpone
first round action of the softball
season. Not until last Thurday,
April 3rd did the weather clear
up long enough to get our first
game under our belts. Now if
only the weather will cooperate
for let's say the next three
weeks we will probably finished
with our usual four league
standings. But then on the other FOR SALE: 1964 Galaxy 500
hand if the rains continue to- with V-8. In excellent condition
interrupt regularly scheduled and a steal for $450. Call 364-9792
games we may be forced to a and ask for Price.
double elimination tournament
----+4 10-lt--to determine our softball
champion.
EXPERIENCE CHRIST INLeague I demonstrated the W ARDL Y -Learning Christian
type of even competition in this living experimentally. That's
year 's battle as Pi KA edged by the way of Friends (Quakers).
Delta Tau 9-8. Kappa Alpha held Join us for unprogrammed
on to defeat Lambda Chi 7-5 and worship Sunday evenings at
A.E . Pi kept it close by downing 6:30. Elkins Educational
Delta Sig 10-9.
Building, Sixth & Elm .
League II showed just as
---3-20-7t.-----

Newman posted an 8-8 win over
Focus and T.K.E. came out on
top with an 8-1 romp over Theta
XI.

The change to slow pitch
softball has definitely added to
the offensi ve punch of each ball
club. As of yet there hasn't been
a shut-{)ut ball game and I
seriously doubt that we'll see
very many with this- changed
rule. IT you or your ball·dub is
against this rule change talk it
over with your intramural
manager and see what can be
done for next year. On the other
hand if you find that slow pitch
adds to the game also let your
manager know that you are in
fa vor of this type play.
Remember the intramural
program is designed for the
students and should be played
by your rules.

classified ads

1'11) CARLING 8REWINQ COMPANY , BHt(VIUf , IlllNOLS

sword puzzle

Page 11

40 Slip
41 Wire service

lob.!
43 Symbol :
thallium
44 Female voice
45 Grand 01' ....
46 European
defense
organization lab .)
47 River in Wales
48 POS$essed
49 liner : .de France
50 Ordained lab .1

. FOR

SALE: 20 watt RMS
receiver-amp, Duel 1218,
electrovoice 15 speakers 00" 3way) . $435. Must sell to purchase this semesters credit
hours. 687B Salem, evenings &
weekends.
---4-1O-lt---

1972 HONDA 350 motorcycle for
sale. In good shape. Has several
good customized features . Call
364-9792 preferably after 3: 00
p.m. and ask for Bruce.

Welcome to Rolla

~eta~
have a.. .

"Be Lazy"

~

Greek Weekend

M

.

l

.
FOR' YOUR YEAR ROU r~D PLEASURE
Heated Indoor-Outdoor Swim Pool
Therapeutic ' Whirl Pool
Meeting
Tu rkish Dry Heat Sauna
Rooms

.

At...

*
I

NOWARD r:

JONnSOn~
MOTOR lODGE

Interstate 44 at
Busi ness Rt. 44
Rolia, Mo .
Ph on e 364-7111
Richard Klingbeil,
Package Liquor
Gift Shot)
Host

Make Reservations Today for ..April 25 & ~6

•
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For years we've been telling you that in Milwaukee,
beer capital of the world, Pabst Blue Ribbon
is the overwhelming favorite.
..
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1974

1975

1974

1973

CANS

1975

PABST

53% 48% 42%

BRAND 2

12%

11%

18%

BRAND 2

10%

9%

11%

BRAND 3

5%

5%

7%

BRAND 3

8%

7%

8%

BRAND 4

5%

5%

6%

9%

10%

46% 46% 43%

SOURCE: Milwaukee Journal Consumer Analysis

More beer is brewed in Milwaukee than any other
That's why we feel we've earned the right to
city in the world. So to be the #1 selling beer in
challenge any beer. So here's the Pabst challenge :
Taste and compare the flavor of Blue Ribbon
Milwaukee means you've got to be brewing the
best beer money can buy.
r-----.., with the beer you're drinking and learn
And Pabst must be doing just that. Look at
what Pabst quality in beer is all about.
the charts . Blue Ribbon accounts for more
But don't take our word for it. Taste our
than half the beer sold in Milwaukee. It outword for it.
sells the next brand nearly five to one.

PABST Sin~e 1844. The quality has always come through . .
PABST BREWING COMPANY Mllwauke e. Wis ., Peoria Hei ghts. III ., Newark. N.J ., Los Angel es , Calif.. Pabst, Georgia.

